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Almtract--A discrete maximum principle for collocation approximations is formulated. For the cases of 
piecewise cubic and piecewise quartic C n approximations, sufficient conditions for the placement of the 
collocation points are derived which ensure that the resulting collocation approximations satisfy the 
discrete maximum principle. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that if the function, u, satisfies the differential inequality 
u"(x)>/O, a<x <b, 
then u satisfies 
max u(x) <~ max {u(a), u(b)} 
xe(a,b) 
and the associated differential operator is said to satisfy a maximum principle. Similar results have 
been established for more general differential operators. In higher dimensions, many problems 
associated with elliptic, parabolic, and hyperbolic partial differential equations atisfy some form 
of a maximum principle. The establishment of a maximum principle has proven to be a valuable 
tool in analyzing differential equations [1]. 
Given a differential equation whose solution satisfies a maximum principle, it is of interest o 
known if approximations to the solution also satisfy some form of a maximum principle. In 1930, 
Gersehgorin [2] used a maximum principle argument to estimate the order of convergence for a 
certain class of finite difference approximations to the solution of the Dirichlet problem for elliptic 
equations. Discrete maximum principle results for finite difference methods have been further 
extended by Refs [3-7]. 
In recent years much effort has been expended upon the development of finite element 
approximations to the solutions of partial differential equations. In these methods the approxi- 
mations are piecewise polynomials defined over the domain of the differential equation. Numerical 
experiments have shown that in many problems of interest hese methods are superior to finite 
difference methods. 
Two major classes of finite element techniques are Galerkin's method and the method of spline 
collocation. Several maximum principle results have been obtained for the Galerkin method. 
Ciarlet and Raviart [8], showed that a Galerkin method with piecewise linear trial functions, which 
was used to approximate the solution of a second order differential equation in R ~, satisfied a 
discrete maximum principle. This result was used to establish uniform convergence for the Galerkin 
approximation of order O (h). Ruas Santos [9] generalized these results by relaxing the conditions 
on the triangularization of the domain. If the Galerkin method is based on piecewise quadratics 
in R 2, Hohn and Mittelmann [10] have shown that the triangularization of the domain must 
essentially consist of equilateral triangles. They also note that this condition is not sufficient o 
ensure that piecewise cubics satisfy a maximum principle. This has motivated a search for an 
appropriate weaker form of a maximum principle, for example, see Ref. [11]. 
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In this paper we begin the investigation of a discrete maximum principle for spine collocation 
methods. To describe, in general terms, the discrete maximum principle for collocation methods, 
consider the two point boundary value problem, 
u"(x)=f(x),  a<x<b (1) 
u(a) = c 
and 
u(b)=d. 
Let M be a finite dimensional space of C ~ piecewise polynomials. Then the collocation method 
seeks U(x) ~ M such that 
U"(A~)=f(2~) for l~<i~<L 
U(a)  = c 
and 
U(b)  = d, 
for a given set of collocation points, {2i}P=l. If U"(2~)~>0 for i=  I , . . . , L  implies that 
U(2~) ~< max {c, d} for i = 1 . . . .  , L, the collocation method will be said to satisfy the discrete 
maximum principle. 
In Section 2 we introduce necessary notation and define the discrete maximum principle more 
precisely. A sufficient condition for the discrete maximum principle is derived for the ease of 
pieeewise cubic approximations in Section 3 and for piecewise quartic approximations in 
Section 4. 
2. NOTATION 
Before giving a precise definition of the discrete maximum principle for the collocation method, 
we require some notation. Let I = [a, b] and let {xt}~=0 be a partition of I into N equally spaced 
subintervals with h = (b - a)/N and It, the ith subinterval, [x~_ 1, x~]. Let 
M~(I) = {v ~C'(I)]v ~ Pr(I~), 1 <~ i <~ N}, 
where Pr(Ii) represents the set of polynomials of degree ~< r on I;. We will assume throughout that 
the collocation points on each subinterval are the afline images of a set of r - 1 collocation points 
in 1 i [ -3 ,  ~], i.e. 
xi  + X i -  I 2t j=~+h~j ,  l<~i<~N, l<~j<~r-1,  
with 
I 1 ~j~[- i ,~] ,  l<<,j<<.r-1 and ~j<¢k for j<k .  
We also assume that the points, {~j}~2~ are symmetric with respect o the origin, i.e. cj = -~r - j .  
This assumption is reasonable since, in general, approximations based on symmetric points have 
better error estimates. 
A collocation approximation U(x)~M~(I) to the solution u(x) of (1), is said to satisfy the 
discrete maximum principle (DMP) if 
U"(2~j)~>0 for l<~i<~N, l<~j<~r- l ,  
implies that 
U(2u)~<max{U(a),U(b)} for l<~i~<N, l~<j~<r- l .  
In the next two sections we show that in the cases M~ with r = 3 and 4, respectively, the DMP 
holds if the points {~j}~_s~ are judiciously chosen. 
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3. COLLOCATION BASED ON PIECEWlSE CUBICS 
We first consider the cubic case on one interval, i.e. M = M~( I ) ,  N = 1, h = b - a. The standard 
basis functions for M may be expressed in the form (for details, see Ref. [12]) 
v l (x )  - v(1 -- q(x) ) ,  
v2(x) = v(tt(x)), 




s2(x  ) = hs ( , t (x  )), 
t t (x  ) = x - Xo 
h ' 
v (x  ) = - 2x  3. + 3x 2 
s (x )  = x 3 - x 2. 
Then U(x)  ~ M can be written in the form 
U(X)  = alOl(X ) + a2/)2(x ) -3 t- ff lSl(X) -4- f l2s2(x), 
with al, a2, fll and B2 constants• Note with this choice of basis functions, U(a)  = am, U(b)  = a2, 
U ' (a )  = i~ and U' (b)  = i2 Let _+¢ be the collocation points in m , • [-~, ~] with ~ > 0, and let {2,, 22} 
be the corresponding collocation points in L Then U"(2t), U"(22)I> 0 imply, respectively, 
-- 12~a I -- (1 + 6~)hfl, + 12~a 2+ (1 - 6~)hf12 >1 0 (2) 
and 
12~al -- (1 -- 6¢)hil -- 12¢~t2 + (l + 6~)hi2 >i O. (3) 
Summing expressions (2) and (3) yields 
f12 - fit >I 0. (4) 
We now establish that U(21) ~< max {U(a), U(b)} = max {ai, a2}. 
+ (al - a2)(~ - 2~ 3) + (1 _ ~2)h + ¢(fll + f12) • (5) 
From expression (2), we have 
eh( t  I "JW 12) ~ h (_~2 --  i l l )  _ 2~(a  I _ a2). (6) 
6 
Using this together with expression (4) and the fact that ¼- ~2> 0 in expression (5) yields 
O( t + O( 2 
U(2,) ~ ~ + ¢(al - a2) ~< max{a,, a2}. (7) 
Similarly one can show U(22) ~< max {at, a2}, and the DMP has been established on one interval. 
We now consider the case of two subintervals. Let 
r/~(x)=~x-x~-l for i=1 ,2 .  
h 
The six basic functions for M are defined as follows: vl(x); sl (x) (defined as before with q(x) 
replaced by ql(X)); 
,fV[ql(X)] on I l . ~'hs[~'[l(,,l¢)] on Ii 
vz(x) = [v[l -- r/2(x)] on 12' s2(x) = [ -hs [1  - th(x)] on 12; 
v3(x)=v[ th(X) ]  on /2 and s3(x )=hs[ th (x ) ]  on I2. 
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So U(x)E M, may be expressed in the form 
3 
U(x) = E ~;v~(x) + ~,s,(x), 
i=1 
with 5~ = U(x;_ ]), fl~ = U'(x~_ i ). The set of collocation points, { 20}, 1 ~ i ~ 2, 1 ~<j ~< 2 is defined 
as described in Section 2. 
We now assume U"(2~/) >i 0 for i = 1, 2 and j = 1, 2. By the one interval case we know 
U(2,1), U(212) ~<max{5,,52} 
U(J.21), U(222) <~ max {52, 53}. 
Thus the DMP will be established if we can show 52 ~< max {51, ~3 }. Using the fact that U"(20) >t 0 
with 2 o = 212 and 221 yields 
12~ 
h (51-5~)+(/~-/~1)+6~(~1 +/ )~>0 (8) 
and 
-12~ 
h (g2-53)-~"(f13--f12)-6~(f12-[-f13)~O" (9) 
Adding expressions (8) and (9) gives 
(~_~ 53-52 '  _ 
12~ + ~ )  + (1 - 6~)(fl 3-- ill) ~ 0. (10) 
From the one interval argument we know f12 1> fll and f13 >/f12 so f13 - fll >i 0. If ~ is chosen so that 
/> ~ then from expression (10) it follows that either 51 >i 52 or 53/> 52. Therefore, ~/> -~ is a 
sufficient condition for the DMP to hold. 
That a DMP holds for M~ defined over an arbitrary number of subintervals follows imm~liately 
from the two subinterval case since the basis functions for M~ have support over at most two 
subintervals. 
In order to obtain optimal error estimates for a collocation approximation, the standard choice 
of collocation points for M~ (I) is the set of affine images of the r - l degree Gauss-Legendre 
points. Therefore, it is of interest o note that for r = 3, the Gauss-Legendre points on [-½, ½] are 
{ _ (v/3/6)} which satisfy the sufficient condition derived in this section. 
4. COLLOCATION BASED ON PIECEWISE QUARTICS 
For quartics, M = M~(I) we again initially treat the single interval case. With N = 1, we retain 
the basis functions, vl(x), v2(x), sl(x) and s2(x) of M~(I) and to complete the basis we add the 
function ql(x)= hq[~h(X)] with q(x)= x2(l -x )  2. So U(x)eM~(I )  may be written in the form 
2 
U(x) = y,ql(x) + ~ 5,vi(x) + fl;s,(x). 
i=1 
Note we have retained the property that U(x;_ i ) = 5~ and U'(x~_ 1 ) = fl;. The collocation points of 
{2v}]= I are the affine images of ~1 =-~,  ~2 =0 and ~3=~ with ¢ E(0,½). We now assume 
U"(;qj) >t 0 for 1 <~j ~< 3, which respectively produces the following inequalities: 
-- 12¢ (ctl -- 52) + h(fl2 - ill) - 6~h(fll + f12) + h( -  l + 12¢2)TI ~> 0; 
and 
32-3~-~,>~0; 
12~(oq -- 52) + h(fl2 - fll ) + 6~h(fll + f12) + h( -  1 + 12~2)yl >t O. 
One can show 
V(2n)=~)+~2' '2  3~ [h(fll f12) -'r t52- 51)(5 -- 2~3) + (¼-- ~2) 2 ¢h(/~1 +~,)] + h(¼- ~2¢V,. 
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From expression (11) we have 
Ch(#l +#2)~< -2¢(~,-~2)+ (#~-#,)+-g(-1 + 12~)~,,. 
Substituting expression (15) into expression 04) gives 
u(a, , )  ~ - -5 - -  + (~ - ~')¢ + (¼ - ¢~)h 
L 
If the last term is nonpositive, then, as noted before 
05) 
+ 12¢ 2) 7 (132 --/3,) t- (1 70.  (16) 
3 12 d 
U()~ll ) ~ ~ '1- (0~2 -- at )¢ ~ max {cq, ~: }. (17) 
It will now be shown that choosing ~ >/(1/2x/~) is a sufficient condition for establishing the 
nonpositivity of the last term on the r.h.s, of expression (16). From expression (12) we have 
f12 -- fl, >/7,, (18) 
and summing expressions (11) and (13) gives 
~2 --  J~l ~ (1 - 12¢2)7,. (19) 
Therefore, for 
l 
¢ ~> ~---~, /32- #, ~> 0. 
Now consider the last term of expression (16). If 7, ~< 0, clearly the term is nonpositive. If 7~ > 0, 
we use expression (18) to show 
( l _~2)h  I (f12-fl,)3 ~ (1+12~2)1-2 7 ., - 7, / ~< (~ - ¢2)h( -1  + ¢:)7, ~< 0. (20) 
Thus, U(2H ) ~< max {Ctl, ~% } and a similar sequence of inequalities will establish the same result for 
U(2,s). We now consider U(2,2). Using expression (18) and the fact that fl: - fl, >/0, we have 
U(2,:) = ~' + ~2 , [#, -/3~ 7, -y -  + rg) 
~t, +Gt 2 
2 
~< max {~q, ~2} (21) 
and the DMP has been established for the one interval case. 
For N = 2, let the set of basis functions for M4(I) be {vi}~=, U {s,}~=, U {q,}~=, with v,, s, and 
ql defined as before, and q2(x) = hq[~h(X)]. Then writing U(x) as a linear combination of the basis 
functions and assuming U"(2~j)~ 0 for i = 1, 2, 1 ~ j  ~< 3 produces the inequalities (l 1)-(13) for 
i = 1 and corresponding inequalities (11)'-(13)' for i = 2 where the subscripts are increased by 1. 
Using the one interval results we know that the DMP will be satisfied if it can be shown that 
0t 2 ~< max {cq, ~3}. Adding inequalities (13) and (11)' gives 
12~[(~-  ~2) + (ct3- ~2)] + h(1 -6~) ( f l s - f l t )+h( - I  + 12~2)(7, +72)t>0. (22) 
But using expression (18) and its counterpart on I2, (fls - f12/> ~'2), and that fact that ~ t> (l/2x/~), 
we have 
h(1 -6~)( f l s - f l , )+h( -1  + 12~2)(7, + 72) ~< 6h~(-1 + 2~)(f13-fl,) ~< 0. (23) 
Using this result in expression (22) immediately produces the result ct 2 ~< max {~q, Qq } as desired. 
Again, the establishment of the DMP for M~(I) for an arbitrary number of subintervals follows 
easily from the two subinterval case. Also, note that the standard choice of collocation points for 
M~(I), {~i}~=,  { +½x/~, 0} satisfies the sufficient condition ~ >I (l/2x/~). 
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The establishment of a discrete maximum principle for collocation approximations is significant, 
particularly in light of the serious limitations of the Galerkin approximations which satisfy a 
discrete maximum principle. Current extensions under study are establishing a discrete maximum 
principle for collocation approximations of more general ordinary differential equations as well as 
boundary value problems, and applications which require that numerical approximations satisfy 
a maximum principle. 
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